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In the historiography of the Jacksonian era recent work

has stressed ambivalence as the frame of mind most character-

istic of this important generation's response to a world

rapidly changing around it. According to Paul Goodman and

Michael B. Katz, for example, the growth of immigration, the

city, and the factory held out to the ella) in ante-bellum

Massachusetts both the promise of fabulous profit and the

threat of destructive instability. In a society marked by

frenetic competition the bold action necessary merely to keep

up was not just a source of pride but of anxiety as well lest

it degenerate into "chaotic individualism which rewarded those

unrestrained by standards of appropriate behavior." Using

the insights of Alexis de Tocquoville, Marvin Meyers pioneered

this interpretation in 1957, describing the Jacksonian as a

"venturous conservative" who "became the anxious witness of

his own audacity."
I

Naturally, there was a strong impulse among many Jack-

sonians to resolve this ambivalence by creating a milieu

committed to moderation and order -- what might be-called

the ideal of stable progress. To do so, it was thOught,

required not only the effective use of social pressure to

control the entrepreneur, small as well as large, but also

the elimination of all disruptive forms of social deviance

which seemed to worsen with the acceleration of immigration,

urbanization, and industrialization. Pauperism, crime, and

insanity undermined the pursuit of stable progress, and as
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David Rothman has shown in The Discomm of the Asylum, Ameri-

cans in the early 19th century set aside colonial ideas about

the inevitability of such kinds of deviance to work for their

complete eradication. Possessed of a new environmentalism,

reformers like Mathew Carey and Dorothea Dix shunned corporal

punishment and home relief in favor of rehabilitation in

America's first generation of prisons, almshouses, and insane

asylums. With a new standard of social perfection to go with

an 18th century vision of an ordered society they hoped to

provide temporary yet curative refuge from the chaotic tensions

and temptations of the Jacksonian world for those most in need

of such sanctuary.

As a rehabilitative respite the ante-bellum asylum enforced

regimen and conformity among a population of likes completely

segregated from the outside world. It was a total institution

similar to modern prisons and mental hospitals where, according

to sociologist Erving Goffman, inmates lose their identity in

being forced to adhere to a uniform and tight schedule of

activities imposed from above and justified by "a single ra-

tional plan purportedly designed to fulfill the official aims

of the institution." ?or the Jacksonian asylum that meant

exchanging a mobile and fluid society for "an eighteenth cen-

tury definition of a well-ordered community" to be implemented

among peers by "a daily routine of strict and steady discipline"

which would not only stabilize the deviants within but also

help re-order society at large.2
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But prisons, almshouses, and mental hospitals were not

the only ante-belllm institutions to look and act in many ways

like an asylum. Although confining their charges for only

part of the day, schools frequently shared much with total

institutions such ao the Auburn penitentiary or the New York

Lunatic Asylum. Like prisons in the 19th century, for example,

they acquired more and more responsibility for a regulatory

and educational role once practiced less formally but almost

entirely by the family, the church, and the community. More-

over, in both the rural schoolhouse and the college dormitory

of the time there were deliberate attempts at student isolation,

compliance, and homogeneity as a condition of entry which par-

alleled life in the penitentiary or juvenile home. It was the

city school, however, which many regarded, as the formal insti-

tution most directly responsible for the maintenance of order

and stable progress in Jacksonian America, and it often took

on enough of the characteristics of a total institution to be

thought of as a refuge if not a full-fledged asylum. As a

case in point, tho wide incidence of poverty in early 19th

century Philadelphia inclined the Quaker philanthropist Roberts

Vaux to spearhead the creation of a school system which ex-

hibited at least two of the most important features of total

institutions. Throughout its existence between 1818 and 1834

this first Philadelphia system 'combined the regimentation of

the Lancastrian method with a requirement that every child come

from a pauper home in order to attend.3

5



In New York the private and benevolent Free School Society

began operations in 1805 because there were too few schools for

the poor in the city, and with the asylum 'in mind it treated

education as a regular if not total separation from a seductive

yet frightening world. Financial limitations at the very least

ruled out any prospect of the Society's schools ever being

twenty-four hour institutions, as such radical reformers as

Frances Wright and Robert Dale Owen favored in the late 1820's

for public education as a whole. But otherwise the Free School

Society closely approximated an asylum model for most of its

history. Controlled by the city's elite, it operated Lancas-

trian schools for the poor until 1853 and saw itself as pro-

tecting the existing social and economic structure of New York

not only by teaching Protestant values to those most likely to

go astray but also by immersing them daily in an atmosphere of

uniformity and discipline. And even during its most active

period of re-evaluation and self-imposed reform the Society's

original approach to the school as a refuge was apparent and

became, for the Society at least, irroversible. 4

Perhaps the most neglected and misunderstood period in

the history of an organization whose activities have been

examined by many scholars,5 the years between 1826 and 1832

stand as the Society's most vigorous time of internal change.

It was then that the Society first thought to modify its prac-

tice of the Lancastrian system and began to offer special

infant classes the poor children of the city under six.
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Behind these reforms was an ill-fated attempt to make the

Society's schools appealing and common to all instead of

primarily for the poor, an experiment which proved both

unworkable and detrimental to the trustees' conception of

their schools as sanctuaries for preparing children to cope

with a disorderly world.

As chartered in 1805, the Society's purpose lifts merely

to supplement the existing denominational charity schools by

educating those poor children in New York "not provided for

by any religious society." Three years later, however,

the state legislature broadened the Society's charge, passing

a law entitling it to enroll all the children in the city

eligible for "a gratuitous education."6 Such progress was

not accidental. The board of trustees which ran the Society

had cultivated the local political leadership, accepting

fifty children from the New York Almshouse in 1807 in exchange

for a building nearby an( $500 to repair it. At the same time

the state began its long financial commitment to the Society,

contributing $4,000 for capital expenses and promising an

annual stipend of $1,000 for "promoting the benevolent objects

of the Society."7 Other special grants were forthcoming from

Albany in 1810, 1811, and 1819. Revenue from the state school

fund, first distributed in 1814, was apparently proving to be

insufficient by the end of the'decade in New York City, but

the trustees persevered in the hope that they could "build

school houses in every section of the city and multiply
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their establishments, till every indigent child" could receive

free "a good common education. "8 As was said by Assemblyman

Gulian C. Verplanck in 1822, the Society .was not just "a local

establishment" but rather a "healing remedy" for crime and

poverty which "if suffered to spread" could "poison and corrupt

the whole body of the state." To do away with such evils, the

trustees said, their schools were an antidote preferable to

such comparable yet ex post facto institutions as "the Alms-

house, penitentiary, or States-prison."9

Combined with consistent public support, the dedication

of its trustees meant the steady growth of the Free School

Society which doubled the number of its schools and the size

of its enrollments between 1817 and 1820. 10 But the competition

for public money in education was increasing too, and the

immediate inducement for the Society's reforms of the 1820's

was a dispute between the Society and the Bethel Baptist Church

over the use of the common school fund in New York City. After

the state legislature denied a request by the Society for an

additional construction grant in 1822 the trustees were quick

to criticize when Albany approved a controversial petition by

the Bethel Baptist Church. It asked that the Church be allowed,

as the Society already was, to expand its charity school opera-

tion with any money from its share of the common school fund

remaining after the payment of'its teachers' salaries.11 With

the explosive issue of church and state argued no more than

the ordinary question of how to provide the best schools for
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the city, two years of debate eventually brought the repeal

of the Bethel school law and the total exclusion of all the

denominational charity schools in New York from a share in

the common school fund.
12

The trustees of the Free School Society were generally

satisfied with the outcome of the controversy, but it did

more for them than just reduce the competition. Forced to

defend the Society's record in a more complex world than the

one in which it began, the trustees rethought their raison

d'etre and decided at length to retreat from the Society's

long-standing refuge mentality. They would abandon their

commitment to the familiar and reassuring hom-geneJty of

pauper education in favor of the heterogeneity of common

schools. The idea for such a drastic change originated with

a School Fund Committee appointed by the Society in January,

1824. Its job was to protect the trustees' interests in

Albany during the Bethel controversy, and later it was au-.

thorized to approach the New York Common Council when the

legislature designated it as th' agency responsible for naming

the recipients of the city's portion of the common school

fund.
13

In requesting what it never got, a local monopoly

of the school fund, the committee proposed that the Society

"unite all classes of our citizens" by replacing education

strictly for the poor with a policy of admitting children

regardless of their background. To counter their pauper

reputation the Society's schools would exact a small fee from
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those who had money to pay. Not only would that bring in

the children of the middle-class but also the proud and in-

dustrious poor who would "doubtless take .a.greater interest"

in their children's education "and be more likely to require

punctuality." For their part, the children of the disadvan-

taged would now regard their parents with more "respect and

gratitude" and greater "feelings of independence ... would

be promoted among our poor and labouring classes."14

The trustees of the Free School Society did not invent

the idea of a pay plan to make schools for the indigent more

appealing. Instead they learned its alleged advantages from

the reports of the Society for Promoting the Education of the

Poor in Ireland and the British and Foreign School Society. 15

Although unwilling to give the trustees "the whole amount of

the school fund" in New York, the Common Council approved the

pay plan idea on the recommendation of its Law Committee which

argued that such an arrangement would attract children from

all social classes and break down "the distinctions that mw
divide the rising generation." Albany followed suit in

January, 1826, sanctioning he use of the plan while renaming

its sponsor the Public School Society whose "duty", commen-

surate with its new name, would be to educate "all children

in the city of New York not otherwise provided for" whether

or not they were "the proper objects of gratuitous education.

Such talk envisioned drastic reform for public education

in New York. To be sure, there was nothing novel about the

10

16
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idea of using the school as an instrument of social cohesion.

But to be as heterogeneoup as Jacksonian society itself pro-

mised as much unsettling conflict as order in the school. New

York's poor, of course, were never without significant ethnic

and religious diff:rences, but for the Society to abandon the

economic homogeneity of a pauper population in favcr of ad-

mitting rich and poor alike was for it to compromisb an im-

portant source of student conformity. Such a move was a step

away from the uniformity of the new asylums. They sought by

concentrating on criminals, paupers, or the insane to stabilize

their inmates and fortify them against the temptations and

stimulations of an increasingly heterogeneous world, and the

trustees of the rechristened Public School Society never com-

mitted themselves entirely to the common school idea. Until

the repeal of the pay plan in 1832 they vacillated between

their traditional concopt of the public school as simply a

pauper refuge and an ambivalent image of public education as

a source of both order and invigoration through the joint

training of all.

In requesting the legislature's approval of the pay plan

in 1825 the Society avoided reference to common education and

emphasized how the plan would bring the poor into its schools

in ever greater numbers. When that did not happen after the

plan was installed in May, 1826 and enrollments dropped sharply

instead, the trustees appointed a special committee to inves-

tigate the problem." What it found was a preference for charity
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s"...1g the poor in general, although the committee admitted that

$QM1 parents, "too poor to.pay," had withdrawn their children

because they were "too proud to confess their poverty." One

response was the hiring of a visitor or truant officer, a

post which the trustees created in 1828 because it was "their

constant wish and undiminished care" to give top prioLty to

"those of the poorest grade" in society even though they were

also "desirous of seeing children of the middle and higher

walks of life partaking of the benefits of the Public Schools. "18

This thinlyveiled reversion toward student homogeneity

as a condition of entry, characteristic of the Society's refuge

mentality, was not acceptable to all the trustees of that or-

ganization. Those on the pay plan evaluation committee of

1827 urged the Society to "open its doors to all classes of

children free of any expenses." A new "public tax," the com-

mittee said, should be levied to offset any deficits beyond

the local amount of the state school fund. 19
In the winter

of 1828 the Society's Executive Committee took the same posi-

tion, proposing a public appeal to convince all of the need

for an annual property tax in New York City to enable the

Society to "Educat3 in the best manner all classes of Children

Free of Expense." Boston's tax-supported common schools were

touted as worthy of emulation for the "moral welfare" of the

city, however aggravating such a comparison with an arch rival

must have been to some of the local enthusiasts on the Society's

board.
20

Notwithstanding, the trustees quickly published an

12
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address written by the Executive Committee advocating an

education tax of * mill on every dollar of real and personal

property in New York. 9

Long and involved, the Society's statement reads less

like an address to the public and more like the Society

arguing with itself. In confusion and conflict over the

rationale for the property tax the trustees were really un-

decided about the refuge mentality and their future role in

Jacksonian New York. Was such a tax necessary because of

the 12,000 poor and immigrant children in the city who had

never been to school and for whom the like2v alternative was

"the cost of their maintenance in our almshouses and peniten-

tiaries?" Or was it to make the Society's schools "equally

desirable for all classes of society?" Common schools could

supply "the advantages of a free intercourse and competition

between persons of all ranks and conditions of life" while

reminding the poor to understand and accept their generally

restricted place in society. When "the highest rewards of

merit are felt to be crivally offered to all," the trustees

smugly wrote, then "the real worth of outward distinctions

is perceived" and "jealousies which are too Apt to arise

from differences of condition are melted away," leaving

sentiments "between the different classes of mutual

advantage and dependence, and not those of hostility."21

That politics influenced the trustees' address to the

public stands to reason. As advertised, the property tax would

13
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make the Society's schools all things to all people, but the

conflicts and contradictions expressed were far from mere

polit4.cal expediency. The trustees were uncertain and confused,

as they had been for many months, about whether their schools

should be like asylums in being exclusively for "the children

of the poorest," as they pat it in 1827, or common pay schools

to instill both a universal respect for order and "those feel-

inGs of independence which every philanthropist must desire to

foster" among the rising generation of the lower class.22

Politically motivated or not, the Society's appeal was

effective. At the request of the New York Common Council the

state legislature in April, 1829 gave the city the right to

levy a 1/8th mill tax on every dollar of real and personal

property in New York. But the Council's support stemmed from

only one estimate of the Society's role in the city. On the ---

advice of two of its subcommittees it took the position that

such a tax could help diminish crime and pauperism as well as

strengthen republican government by funding the construction

and maintenance of new schools for New York's 20,000 uneducated

children.
23

It would not be long before the Society itself

returned to such a unilateral view.

In 1831 the state legislature honored the Society's ori-

ginal tax request, raising the assessment limit on the property

tax to i mill on the dollar.24. Rut the Society was no longer

the same, having just decided to recommit itself almost entirely

to its old, familiar role as a refuge to train and discipline

14
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the poor. With tuitions down as poor families neglected to

pay, the Society effectively abolished the scholar payment

plan by making tuition fully optional. In' the event tilat

"some parents would not send their children unless they

were permitted to pay" the trustees did not cancel tuition

completely until the winter of 1832 when 1,000 empty seats

brought them to end all pupil payment. Meanwhile, a special

committee appointed to study the problem of weak attendance

recommended the visitor concentrate on New York's poor dis-

tricts and the city's benevolent associations be asked to

encourage their clients to send their children to school. In

the spring the Society enhanced its stress on pauper education

and returned closer to a refuge mentality when, at its request,

the Common Council resolved to strike from public relief all

destitute families which failed to put their children in school

for as many months each year as the Society should specify.25

Never again would the Society seriously consider promoting

common schools. Despite strong incentives to the contrary in

the 1830's from Boston and Philadelphia the trustees remained

loyal to "the poor" as "the especial objects of their solici-

tude." Being "mainly supported by taxes," the Society's schools

did not turn away middle and upper class children, although

perfect consistency with a refuge mentality would have dictated

such a policy.
26

In fact, many middle class children probably

attended, and the controversy with the Roman Catholic Church

in the early 1840's over the distribution of the common school
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fund in New York City even prompted some claims by the truotees

that the Society ran "ruly.common schools wherein "the children

of the rich and the po)r, of the American and the Forej.gner,

all mingled as a band of brothers." But from their lofty per-

spective as members of the city's elite it was also easy for

the trustees to lump the lower middle class children in their

schools with the poor, and during the debate with the Catholics

the trustees more often billed themselves as the special friends

of the poor. In October, 1840 one of their lawyers, Theodore

Sedgwick, told the Common Council that the trustees' "only

object" was "to supply education to the poor." The state

legislature later learned from the Society that in New York

the school fund was spent "mainly" on those who were "the

proper objects of gratuitous education," while in 1841 the

trustees' Executive Committee described the Society's "duty"

as "to procure the attendance at school of the neglected and

vagrant children of the city."27

That the Public School Society soon retreated from common

education when the poor deserted its schools testifies to the

concern of its trustees for working-class education and social

control. But the education of the poor was not reinstated as

the Society's primary purpose simply because the poverty-atriken

stayed away. Given the failure of the pay plan, the trustees

had little choice, for at a time when the modern meaning of

public in education was still developing free schools for rich

and poor alike were beyond the imagination of most Americans.

16
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Moreover, the trustees were attracted to pauper education

once again because common schools, whether free or pay, were

too similar to the diverse and disorderly world of Jacksonian

America. Heterogeneous by definition, they could not be fully

reconciled with the Society's traditional refuge mentality

which, aiming at more than just keeping the poor in their

place, envisioned a stable community in firm contact with

the values and the scale of life in the past. Common schools

could be viewed as consistent with this general goal, but in

an increasingly chaotic world the trustees saw them as also

able to accentuate differences and stimulate independence.

They could encourage disorder, and their trial even inclined

the trustees to reconsider in the name of social stability

their long-standing faith in the value of competition in school.

Competition was integral to the Lancastrian method which

most of the Society's schools practiced throughout their his-

tory. What became a pedagogical fad in America in the 1820's

first came to New York in 1805 When the fledgling Free School

Society adopted the efficient and economical system of the

English school reformer Joseph Lancaster on the advice of one

of its founders, tho Quaker philanthropist Thomas Eddy.`

Student monitors did most of the work in Lancastrian schools,

and the successful assignment and completion of tasks required

custodial maintenance of rigid rules and resolute authority.

Unruly pupils were expelled at least as early as 1817, and as

described by the Society in 1842, its monitors guarded against

17
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"any evil tendency by constant checks" while "continual

attention to a strict drill" induced "habits of industry,

order, and submission to the laws." Yetthe Lancastrian

method also cultivated "a proper independence of thought

and action" by the use of "mutual ,instruction" and a com-

petitive spirit through the principle of emulation as the

basis for student motivation. 29

In the Society's schools there was no solitary study or

learning for its own sake. Pupils were constantly measured

in public against set standards and one another in open com-

petition for prizes and the ultimate honor of becoming a

monitor. As early as 1809 the trustees were dispensing

tickets negotiable for kites, balls, and wooden horses while

an "order of merit" was open to those who excelled at "their

studies" and in "their endeavours to check vice." When im-

provements were made in the schedule of tickets in 1818, the

trustees also ordered that the toys to be won be displayed

in each school in a glass case." Corporal punishment in the

Society's schools was both commonplace and acceptable at first,

although Lancaster himself expressly condemned it, favoring

public humiliation in shackles or hobbles instead. Over the

objections of their teachers in 1823 the trustees decided to

ban corporal punishment except as a last resort. Like many

of their contemporaries who organized mental hospitals and

prisons the trustees preferred the use of good example to

physical punishment. "A liberal system of Rewards," they

18
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wrote, "will have a much stronger tendency to keep up a

spirit of emulation among the pupils than the fear of

frequent Punishments."
31

After their experiment with common schools the trustees

of the New York Public School Society re-examined their al-

ready orderly but competitive Lancastrian methodology in the

interest of making their schools even less stimulating and

more disciplined than ever before. While retreating towards

the socio-economic homogeneity of the refuge mentality and

its asylum model, the trustees also reassessed their commit-

ment to the principle of emulation and their system of rewards.

A new set of by-laws approved in 1833 replaced "the pecuniary

reward" of such trinkets as penknives, scissors, and thimbles

with "a system of honorary rewards by premium certificates"

for good schoolwork and behavior. Not only had "the amount

of labour involved" in awarding toys become too much for the

Society to handle but "the doubtful tendency of the measure

itself" now occurred to the trustees.32 It was not the first

reform of the Society's prize system; in 1829 the trustees

installed tighter accounting procedures in the distribution

and redemption of tickets because too many dishonest scholars

were buying or stealing them to acquire toys or even dispen-

sation for deliberate infractiOns of school rules.33 But the

changes of 1833 were the first to question the principle of

emulation. Nor were they to be the last, and judging from

the actions of the Society's Library Committee, at least some

19
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trustees at the time must have considered them insufficient.

In the winter of 1832 the.Library Committee recommended the

Society open its school libraries to alli'not just the top

fifty scholars in each school. It would be 1847 before this

proposal became policy, but seven years earlier the Society

all but abolished its old reward system. In a further de-

emphasis of head-to-head competition the trustees supplanted

the honorary premiums awarded since 1833 for scholarship and

deportment by similar certificates for the more modest attri-

butes of punctuality and regular attendance. These qualities,

they said, were "within the reach of every child" while "the

ordinary practice of giving rewards in schools for proficiency

in lessons and good conduct" stirred "the evil propensities

and dispositions of the youthful heart." Such competition

"promoted rivalry and mutual jealousy" and "discouraged the

unsuccessful" among the Society's pupils.
34

According to historian Michael B. Katz, the Society always

practiced emulation in the hope that by programming working-

class children "from an early age to compete with one another"

they "would not grow up to form a cohesive and threatening

class force."35 However questionable such a generalization

might be about the trustees' psychological sophistication,

or lack thereof, it is clear that the Society's dedication

to competition in the classroom dissipated sharply after 1832.

In 1845 the trustees even disclaimed Lancaster's reliance on

humiliation to induce good behavior. After twenty years of

20
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telling their teachers to rely when necessary on "shame

rather than pain," they now recommended vigilance and

kindness instead of poor substitutes foi the rod like

"wearisome burdens, unnatural and long-continued restraint,

public exposure, and badges of disgrace." Such treatment

would only be effective with the smallest boys, and even

then the instructor had to be watchful and curtail punish-

ment before remorseful feelings turned to the more combative

and competitive emotions of "pride, anger, and malevolence."36

Disenchantment with emulation as an educational principle

was not unique to New York. As Katz himself has demonstrated

in The Irony of EarlE School Re_ form, it had many critics else-

where. In Beverly, Massachusetts William Thorndike, a wealthy

merchant and prominent school committeeman, believed that

"purer motives should stimulate the mind and swell the heart,

gather) than those which proceed from the promise of pecuniary

rewards," The practice of emulation in the Boston grammar

schools prompted one educator to complain that it represented

"the commencement of that competition, -- that perpetual

s'.;rambling for the loaves and fishes, -- that feverish aspir-

ation for office and place, -- which we see in after-life

going on L11 around and which makes the eye of enlightened

humanity weep." According to Katz, such rejections of emula-

tion and extrinsic motivation were characteristic of the so-

called "soft-line" educators of the day like Horace Mann whose

"emphasiA on teaching through an appeal to interest was,

21
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implicitly, an assertion of the importance of the individual."

Matched against their preference for centralization and order,

such a child-centered stance among educators like Mann seems

curiously out of place, as Katz himself is not altogether un-

aware." But interpreted in other ways the curtailment of

emulation in Massachusetts and New York is not so paradoxical.

With bureaucratization underway both in Boston and New York38

it made organizational sense to de-emphasize competition, and

in Jacksonian America a more passive methodology was good

classroom strategy in general. Applied with a minimum of

violence and emulation, the Lancastrian pedagogy of the Public

School Society would discourage not generate such disruptive

emotions as pride, rivalry, and jealousy and in the judgment

of the trustees would better prepare the children of the poor

to resist the anarchic temptations and pressures of life in

Jacksonian America.

The recommitment of the Society to a refuge mentality

did not mean its entire disregard for the dignity of the

individual and the importance of the child's role in his own

education. As a whole, the trustees again agreed that tem-

porary and intermittent isolation in a regiMented, homogeneous,

and non-competitive atmosphere was the best way to prepare the

children of the poor to lead orderly and disciplined lives.

But in an increasingly complex'and chaotic world could the

conformity of the Society's schools supply moral ballast for

a lifetime? In 1824 the trustees boasted that since the

22
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beginning not one of their 20,000 pauper registrants had ever

been traced to criminal court. On the other hand, they could

not avoid at least some uncertainty about 'the wisdom of their

refuge mentality even after 1832 as more and more schoolmen

and reformers began to respond to the growing disorder of

American life by challenging the power of regimentation and

uniformity in the classroom.39 But the Society never dedicated

itself to a more open and freer brand of education. And what

doubts it had about the relative merits of an authoritarian vs.

a child-centered pedagogy emerged most clearly in its program

of infant education begun in the late 1820's when the trustees

were still experimenting with common schools.

New York City was not an American pioneer in early child-

hood education. There were schools for children as young as

four underway in Boston by 1818, and the Children's Asylum in

Philadelphia was teaching 100 poor children in the Southwark

neighborhood "according to the plans used in 53ritis7 infant

schools" as early as 1826. One year later the New York Infant

School Society opened its first classroom on Canal Street for

children eighteen months to six years with "its primary object"

being "to instill right sentiments into the Infant heart while

still soft and tender."
4o

The ultimate credit for these begin-

nings, of course, belongs to Robert Owen, the Scottish indus-

trialist, whose reputation as an educator soon spread to

America when he organized schools for factory children eighteen,

months to ten years in New Lanark, Scotland after acquiring
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part interest in the mills there in 1799. Unsympathetic to

artificial rewards and punishments, Owen stressed governance

by kindness and the development of intrinsic controls through

experience. The child's own actions would teach him the most

important lesson of all, "the intimate, inseparable, and imme-

diate connection of his own happiness witch that of those

around him."41

The Public School Society first conducted classes for the

very young in the fall of 1827 when it opened a Junior Depart-

ment in the basement of School No. 8 for children three years

to seven or eight. Rapidly filling, it soon had more than 300

pupils, but its Lancastrian organization must have been a

disappointment to those who admired the more child-centered

pedagogy of Robert Owen and his disciples who founded the

London Infant School Society in 1824.42 When the New York

Infant School Society asked the Public School Society for a

basement to house a second classroom in 1827, the trustees

decided to respond to infant education, but their initial

reaction was uncertain and ambiguous. In keeping with the

Society's reform spirit of the late 1820's, the special com-

mittee appointed to weigh the request praised the Infant

Society's system in use at Canal Street for its avoidance

of rote learning and its stress on "the knowledge of things

and ideas, the whole illustrated by visible objects and

verbal explanations calculated to excite the attention and

interest the feeling of the infant mind." But infant schools,
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the committee said, also deserved a trial for much more

pressing reasons. With bo.th paren.;s at work in so many

families early childhood education was an urban essential

to keep "the younger children of tLe poor" off the streets

and away from "the contamination of vice" while preparing

them by "the inculcation of moral, ideal, and literal know-

ledge" for the demaids of adult life."

In the spring of 1828 the Infant School Society got its

basement room in Public School No. 10, but like its special

committee, the Public School Society as a whole equivocated

in justifying the move. Although the Lancastrian system was

"too dull and monotonous to command and retain the attention

of the Infant mind," the trustees could not resist pointing

out that once poor children learned to talk they were "capable

of being trained in habits of moral order."
44

Comparable

to their choice between pauper and common schools, the trustees

wavered between their traditional authoritarianism and a more

open and stimulating atmosphere for early childhood education.

But while pauper and common schools were clearly different

alternatives, the incompatibility of the Lancastrian method

and infant education was far less apparent at first to the

trustees of the Society. Perhaps the younger children of the

poor could learn lasting standards without contradiction both

through indoctrination in a protected environment and through

an appeal to the dignity and initiative of the individual.

In the 1830's the Society sorted out the distinctions
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between its two approaches to early childhooe- education, but

despite the sharpened contrast, the trustees never entirely

overcame their indecision about which one.to use in New York.

In the fall of 1830 they transformed the Lancastrian Junior

Department in School No. 8 into a more child-centered infant

school like the one in No. 10 and calling both PrimaTy Depart-

ments, adopted official rulen for their management. 4 5 An

investigation of Boston's successful classification of its

public school pupils by age and achievement strengthimed the

Society's commitment to schools for the very young. But the

trustees were not convinced that early childhood education

should even be partially open and free, and before the next

two Primary Departments appeared in 1833 the Society opened

five simplified monitorial schools for children as young as

four.
46

"Of great convenience to the families residing in

their immediate neighborhood," these Primary Schools, ar they

were called, taught "habits of order, obedience, and clean-

liness" at an age when close supervision was essential to

"the formation of character, and the extirpation or prevention

of bad habits." Judged a success by 1835, they multiplied

quickly, numbering fifty-one by 1840. With'five of these

Lancastrian schools set aside for New York's black population

and two others for the very young children of German immigrants,

the Society had organized its 'Primary Schools in accord with

both the regimentation and homogeneity of their asylum model

and refuge mentality. 47
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The Primary Schools and Departments differed not only

in terms of their pedagogical style. Enrolling children as

young as two and boys no older than six, lhe more open and

child-centered Departments had a somewhat younger student

population. Nor were they ever envisione'1 as feeders for the

Society's upper schools in as direct a fashion as were the

Primary Schools.
48 But the clientele and objectives for both

overlapped enough to make them competing alternatives, and if

numbers are any indication, the trustees clearly preferred

the more orderly Primary Schools. In 1840 they outnumbered

the Primary Departments by almost four to one, and five years

later the Society's Executive Committee proposed that the

Departments be made more like the Primary Schools, using the

"same books and apparatus" as well as "the same system as

far as the arrangements of the rooms will permit.
"49

Sometimes the Society's leadership inclined in the other

direction. In January, 1839 the Executive Committee asked the

Primary School Committee to make its schools more like the

Primary Departments by establishing a special section in each

for children as young as 2i. The Primary School Committee

refused on the grounds that its schools were already over-

crowded, but when it complained a few months later that most

of its pupils dropped out more than two years short of com-

pleting its five year course, the Executive Committee again

recommended that the Primary Schools become more like the

Primary Departments. Although starting with younger pupils
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and keeping them fewer years, the latter sent 10% more of

their eluollees to the Public Schools between February, 1838

and February, 1839. "With children undersix years of age,"

said a subcommittee of the trustees, "moral and physical edu-

cation are far more important than instruction in letters,"

and the "repeated intermissions" and "varied exercise" of

the Departments made theirs the "preferable system" for early

childhood education.
50

Th: Primary Departments notwithstanding, the trustees of

the Nrw York Public School Society stressed conformity as the

proper style for schools in an increasingly disorderly America.

In the late 1820's when the Society experimented with common

schools and infant education, there was some strong sentiment

among the trustees for making education a more heterogeneous,

open, and stimulating experience, and a trace of this kind of

thinking survived in the Primary Departments to the end. But

on the whole, the trustees' anxieties about the changes taking

place in New York City overcame their urge to alter their pro-

tective motif and inclined them after only a brief fling at

reform to return almost completely to their original refuge

mentality. Only in a sheltered atmosphere of authority, homo-

geneity, and order could the children of the poor learn to

resist the temptations of life in an era which threatened to

get out of hand. That the controversy with the Roman Catholics

in the early 1840's aroused widespread sympathy for more heter-

ogeneity in public schools was not to be prevented by the
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Society's trustees. Nor could they anticipate that the

melting pot theory of education would help make their refuge

approach a mere forerunner for the regithentation and stand-

ardization of the emerging bureaucratic ethic. In an age

overcome by change the trustees' desire for stability prompted

them to make their schools comparable to the many peniten-

tiaries, almshouses, and insane asylums then answering the

same call for order so acutely felt by those elite citizens

of New York who led the Public School Society between 1805

and 1853.
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